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Addition rule, 216
Adjusted differences, 56
Advancing difference formula, 32, 50
Aitken, A. C., 19, 40, 41, 119, 158, 161, 165, 169
Aitken’s notation, 41
theorem, 158
Algebraic series, 112
Alison, S. H., 11
Approximate integration, 173
Approximation, successive, 89
A priori definition of probability, 208
Argument, 3
Array, 254
Averages, 258

Backward formula, Gauss’s, 64, 67
Bernouilli, 270
Bernouilli’s numbers, 189
Bessel’s formula, 64, 68, 71, 72, 73, 130, 147
Binomial curve, 290
Binomial theorem, 12, 26
Boole’s Finite Differences, 19
Buchanan, J., 139, 150, 153, 197

Central differences, 61
Chance, 210
Change of origin, 32, 178
Change of scale, 32
Change of unit, 177
Class-interval, 256
Class range, 257
Coefficient of variation, 287
Coefficients, detached, 21
Collins, John, 30
Compound function, 132
Compound probability, 218, 221
Comrie, L. J., 171
Contact of the first order, 148
Correlation table, 213
Cross-means, interpolation by, 165
linear, 165
quadratic, 168

D’Alembert, 207, 270
Definite finite integral, 107

De Morgan, 40, 124, 270
De Morgan’s Differential and Integral Calculus, 193
Dependent events, 221
Detached coefficients, 21
Difference table, 3, 5, 6
Differences, adjusted, 56
central, 61
definition of, 3
divided, 39
leading, 4
Differences of zero, 123
Dispersion, 279
Divided difference notation, 40
table, 43
Divided differences, 39
Double integrals, 301
Duration of play, 240

Elderton’s Frequency Curves and Correlation, 197
Elimination of third differences, 90
Entry, 3
Euler, 52
Euler-Maclaurin expansion, 188, 197
Everett’s formula, 66, 67, 68, 73, 74
second formula, 67
Expectation, 278
Expected value, 268
Extrapolation, 38

Factorial notation, 19
Finite differences, 1
Finite integration, 107, 161
Forward formula, Gauss’s, 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 72, 77
Fraser, D. C., 30, 40, 46, 56, 72, 115, 118, 142, 145, 152, 153
hexagon diagram, 142
Freeman’s Actuarial Mathematics, 19, 40
Frequency, 215, 255
Frequency curve, 259
Frequency distribution, 257
Function, compound, 132
rational integral, 1
two variable, 135
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Gauss’s backward formula, 64, 67
forward formula, 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 72, 77
Geometrical solutions, probability, 308
Gregory, James, 30
Hall and Knight’s Higher Algebra, 102
Hardy, G. F., 119, 184
Hardy’s formulae, 184, 185
Henderson, R., 153
Henry’s Calculus and Probability, 40
Hexagon diagram, 143, 145
Histogram, 256
Huyghens’s problem, 227
Indefinite finite integral, 107, 163
Independent events, 218
Induction, method of, 237
Integration, approximate, 173
by parts, 161
finite, 107
Interpolation, 26, 158
by cross-means, 165, 168
formula of, 29, 44, 51, 63, 64, 66, 67, 142
inverse, 81
osculatory, 147, 159
Inter-quartile range, 286
Intervals, equal, 26
subdivision of, 33
unequal, 39
Inverse interpolation, 81
Jenkins, W. A., 153
Karup, Prof., 150
Kerrich, J. E., 153
King, A. E., 197
King, G., 150, 185
King’s formula, 122
Lagrange’s formula, 51, 52, 53, 137, 139, 198
Leading differences, 4
Leading term, 4
Lidstone, G. J., 46, 67, 72, 117, 119, 131, 152, 159, 161, 162, 163, 171
Linear cross-mean, 165
Lubbock’s formula, 191
Maclaurin’s series, 160
Mean, 259, 261, 279, 291
Mean coefficient, 64
Mean deviation, 280
Mean difference, 64
Mean value, 296
Median, 259, 264, 279
Milne-Thomson, L. M., 19, 40
Milne-Thomson’s Calculus of Finite Differences, 199
Mode, 259, 265, 270, 279, 291
Mortality tables, 229
Most probable value, 270
Multiplication rule, 219
Mutually exclusive events, 216
Neal, P. G., 150
Newton, 56
Newton-Gregory formula, 30
Newton’s formula, advancing differences, 20, 50
divided differences, 44, 50, 55
Normal curve of error, 290
Ogive curve, 265
Operators, Δ, E, 6
θ, 33
Δ, 41
δ, μ, 76
Σ, Δ, 106
D, Δ, 126
V, 146
β, θ, 158
λ, Δ, 161
Origin, change of, 32, 178
Osculatory interpolation, 147, 150
Parts, summation by, 104
Poincaré, 270
Polynomial, 1
Prize, 267
Probability, 204
application of calculus to, 304
compound, 218, 221
geometrical solutions, 308
Probable error, 289
Probable value, 267
Quadratic cross-means, 168
Quadrature formulae, 185
Quartiles, 286
Quartiles, 286
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Radix, 229
Range, 278
Rational integral function, 1
Recurring series, 111
Remainder terms, divided differences, 57
quadrature formulae, 198
Reversion of series, 81
Rolle’s theorem, 36
Root-mean-square deviation, 281
St Petersburg problem, 270
Scale, change of, 32
Semi-inter-quartile range, 286
Separation of symbols, 16, 108, 112, 114, 132
Series, algebraic, 112
recurring, 112
reversion of, 81
Sheppard, W. F., 40, 46, 47, 56, 72, 76, 284
Sheppard’s notation, 76
rules, 45
Shovell’s formula, 202
Simpson’s rule, 174, 176, 181, 197
Spencer, J., 138
Sprague, T. B., 150, 193
Spurgeon’s Life Contingencies, 186
Standard deviation, 282
Standard error, 289
Statistical definition of probability, 208
Statistics, 254
Steffensen, J. F., 40
Steffensen’s Interpolation, 19, 147, 199
Stirling’s formula, 64, 71, 72, 75, 93, 183
Subdivision of intervals, 33
Successive approximation, 89
Summation, 98
by parts, 104
Summation of series, 112
Summation symbol, 114
Symbolic identity, 7
notation, 3
Symbols, separation of, 16
Taylor’s theorem, 55, 126, 141
Tchebycheff’s theorem, 284
Term, leading, 4
Thiele, 26
Three-eighths rule, 181
Throw-back device, 171
Todhunter, R., 67, 119, 141
Two variables, functions of, 133
Unit, change of, 177
Unitary definition of probability, 208
Universe of an event, 217
Variate, 254
Variation, coefficient of, 287
Weddle’s rule, 182
Whittaker and Robinson’s Calculus of
Observations, 72, 197
Interpolation, 93
Whitworth’s Choice and Chance, 270
Wickens, C. H., 197
Woolhouse’s formula, 193
finite difference notation, 79
Zero, differences of, 123
Zig-zag rules, 47